**SIOE Awards**

**2015-2020**

**Ronald H. Coase Award** for best dissertation related to institutional or organizational economics in prior calendar year

- **2015** Orie Shelef (PhD: UC Berkeley, Haas School), *Essays on Contracting: Explicit Managerial Contracts and Implicit Relational Influence Contracts*
- **2016** Bo Cowgill (PhD: UC Berkeley, Haas School), *Essays on the Economics of Organizations, Productivity and Labor*
- **2017** Elliott Ash (PhD: Columbia University, Economics), *Essays in political economy and public finance*
- **2018** Nicholas Barnes (PhD: University of Wisconsin, Political Science), *Monopolies of Violence: Gang Governance in Rio de Janeiro*
- **2019** Sara Lowes (PhD: Harvard University, Economics), *Essays on Culture and Institutions*
- **2020** Lizhi Liu (PhD: Stanford University, Political Science), *From Click to Boom: The Political Economy of E-Commerce in China*

**Douglass C. North Award** for best book related to institutional or organizational economics in the previous two calendar years (given in even years)

- **2020** Anja Shortland (King’s College London), *Kidnap: Inside the Ransom Business* (Oxford University Press, 2019)

**Elinor Ostrom Lifetime Achievement Award** (given in odd years)

- **2015** Harold Demsetz (UCLA)
- **2017** Yoram Barzel (University of Washington)
- **2019** Barry Weingast (Stanford University)

**Oliver E. Williamson Award** for best paper presented at that year’s conference

- **2015** “Innovation Activities and the Incentives for Vertical Acquisitions and Integration” by Laurent Frésard (Maryland), Gerard Hoberg (USC) and Gordon Phillips (USC)
2016  “Exit, Voice, and Political Change: Evidence from Swedish Mass Migration to the United States” by Mounir Karadja (Uppsala) and Erik Prawitz (IFN, Stockholm)

2017  “Common Ownership, Competition, and Top Management Incentives” by Miguel Anton (Navarra), Florian Ederer (Yale), Mireia Gine (Navarra) and Martin C. Schmalz (Michigan)

2018  “Vertical Integration, Supplier Behavior, and Quality Upgrading Among Exporters” by Christopher Hansman (Imperial College London), Jonas Hjort (Columbia), Gianmarco Leon (Pompeu Fabra), and Matthieu Teachout (Columbia)

2019  “Economic Losers and Political Winners: Sweden’s Radical Right” by Ernesto Dal Bo (Berkeley), Frederico Finan (Berkeley), Olle Folke (Uppsala), Torsten Persson (IIES, Stockholm), and Johanna Rickne (Stockholm)

2020  “Heroes and Villains: The Effects of Combat Heroism on Autocratic Values and Nazi Collaboration in France” by Julia Cagé (Sciences Po), Anna Daporret (Stanford), Pauline Grosjean (UNSW), and Saumitra Jha (Stanford)